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Training Objectives
• Introductions

• Highlights from Part 1 Training

• A Walk Through the Manual

• Personalizing RUBI – How to Make it Work for your Families

• RUBI in Clinical Settings – How to Make it Work in your Clinic

• Ongoing Training in RUBI – How to Make it Work for You



Introductions
• Karen and Lindsey
• Workshop Attendees

• ABA Experience
• Manualized Treatment Experience 
• Parent Training Experience



Parent Training in Autism Spectrum 
Disorder

Bearss, Burrell, Stewart & Scahill, 2015

Parent Support
Knowledge-focused

Child is Indirect Beneficiary

Care 
Coordination Psychoeducation

Parent-Mediated Intervention 
Technique-focused

Child is Direct beneficiary

Core Symptoms

Primary 
(JASPER)

Complementary
(ESDM)

Maladaptive 
Behaviors

Primary
(RUBI-

PT)

Complementary
(Feeding Day 

Treatment)

Variations in format, location, intensity, duration, target age range

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FORMAT: (electronic) media, workshop, group treatment, one-on-one parent-therapist instruction, parent-child dyad coachingLOCATION: Internet-based, by phone, via telehealth, in the clinic, in the homeINTENSITY: self-guided, brief consultation, outpatient (weekly), day treatment (daily)DURATION: one time brief consultation, short term (12-16 weeks), long-term (greater than 6 months)AGE: 0-3: preschool, school-age; adolescence, adulthoodWhen you look at PT in autism, you’ll find much broader application. Not only is it used to address behavioral problems in these children, it is actually more commonly used as a form of intervention to address the core features of autism, including socialization and communication. For example, parents are taught skills to help enhance their child’s eye contact, joint attention and play skills. 
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Intervention

Parent Training

• THERAPISTS
• 97% therapist fidelity to treatment

• PARENTS
• 89% retained in 24 week program

• 92% of core sessions attended

• 95% of parents would recommend

Parent Education

• THERAPISTS
• 97% therapist fidelity to treatment

• PARENTS
• 91% retained in 24 week program

• 93% of core sessions attended

• 86% of parents would recommend



Date of download:  4/24/2015 Copyright © 2015 American Medical 
Association. All rights reserved.

www.rubinetwork.org

Least Square Means from mixed effects linear models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Least Square Means from mixed effects linear models



Date of download:  4/24/2015 Copyright © 2015 American Medical 
Association. All rights reserved.

www.rubinetwork.org



Vineland Daily Living Skills: Standard Scores
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PT Follow Up through Week 48
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Introduction to the Manual
• Structure (4 components)
• Manual vs. Workbooks
• Script, Activity Sheets, Video Vignettes, Parent 
Handout, Fidelity Sheets

• Session Outline
• Core v Supplemental



Walk Through the Manual
• By Session

• Therapist script
• Activity sheets
• Video vignettes
• Fidelity forms
• Clinician Tip Sheets



What is at the heart of the
RUBI Parent Training Program?

4 Key Concepts



How to Think about Behaviors: 
4 Key Concepts

1) Behaviors are learned
• Toilet training
• Waving bye

(Same goes for challenging behaviors!)



Learning Process

Child: Runs away 
and screams when 

given command

Parent: 
Removes the 

demand

Child’s Refusal 
Behavior 

Reinforced

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we do know is that there is a learning process involved in food avoidance. For example, parent presents bite, child refuses, parent removes bite, child is reinforced for refusal behavior. Learning on both sides of the dyad
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Learning Process: Parent-Child Dyad

Child: Runs away 
and screams when 

given command

Parent: 
Removes the 

demand

Child’s 
Noncompliance

Reinforced

Child: 
Stops 

screaming 
and running 

away 

Parent’s 
removal of 
demand is 
reinforced



Story 1: The Grocery Store

• Ben and his mom are at the check-out line in the grocery store.  Ben 
asks his mom for a candy bar and his mom says “no”. Ben begins to 
incessantly repeat his request.

• Mom repeats “no” a few times and then ignores Ben’s requests while 
placing the groceries on the conveyer belt.

• Ben begins screaming “I want a candy bar” and crying. Mom ignores 
the crying and screaming for about 30 seconds, but eventually gives 
Ben the candy bar.

• Ben immediately calms down and patiently holds his candy bar to be 
scanned.  He enjoys eating the candy on the way home.  

WHAT HAS BEN LEARNED?



How to Think about Behaviors: 
4 Key Concepts

2) Behaviors can be Adaptive or 
Maladaptive

• getting dressed, putting seatbelt on
• hitting, screaming, elopement



How to Think about Behaviors: 
4 Key Concepts

3)   Behaviors are forms of 
communication!

• What is my child trying to say via this 
behavior???







How to Think about Behaviors: 
4 Key Concepts

4)    Behaviors serve a function
• Their job is to get a need (or want) met



1) Escape:      “Get away” from aversive event/stimuli                        
(task, people, place)

2) Tangible:     “Get what I want”  
(preferred toy, food, video)

3) Attention:   “Pay attention to me”
(peer, caregiver, parent)

4) Automatic: “I like the way that feels”  
(Body movements/activities that 
produce a + internal state)

4 Possible Functions of Behavior



Three-Term Contingency

Antecedents Behavior ConsequenceAntecedent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand why a behavior occurs we can use this 3 term contingency 



Trigger that ‘sets off’ the 
behavior

Antecedent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Antecedants can be visual, auditory, or schedule/timing based

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photography-businessman-holding-phone-blue-screen-phone-ringi-touch-ringing-tube-over-villages-table-image34597317&ei=15bCVO27BZOGNsWdgMAK&psig=AFQjCNGlqVaLZIVssBsfRcLvvWiQtp1mtQ&ust=1422125117811511
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photography-businessman-holding-phone-blue-screen-phone-ringi-touch-ringing-tube-over-villages-table-image34597317&ei=15bCVO27BZOGNsWdgMAK&psig=AFQjCNGlqVaLZIVssBsfRcLvvWiQtp1mtQ&ust=1422125117811511
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.blondesuburbia.com/why-you-keep-gaining-weight/&ei=C5fCVK7ZHMucNrbBg-AN&psig=AFQjCNE7Er8KaJ0vn02PonjcglXcFox0aQ&ust=1422125185959295
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.blondesuburbia.com/why-you-keep-gaining-weight/&ei=C5fCVK7ZHMucNrbBg-AN&psig=AFQjCNE7Er8KaJ0vn02PonjcglXcFox0aQ&ust=1422125185959295


• Demands: 
• “Sit down”
• “get dressed” 
• Saying “no”

• Restrictions: 
• Taking toys away
• Taking preferred food away

• Onset of “negative” stimuli
• Loud noises
• Crowded spaces

26

Antecedent



• Anything the person does
• Observed

• describe what I would see if I were watching 

• Measured
• Timed
• Counted

Behavior



“Gets upset when taken 
to the bathroom” 

vs.

“Hits, cries, and flops on 
the floor when I try to 
take him to the 
bathroom”

“Does not sleep well at 
night” 

vs.

“Wakes up 2 to 3 times 
per night and cries out 
for me”

“Does not like new food” 

vs.

“Pushes away the plate 
and leaves the table 
when new food 
presented”

Behavioral Terminology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be as detailed as possible with critical aspects of what the behavior of interest isOperationally defining what the child does – State exactly what the child does so we can record data in terms of frequency procedures included in definitions should be repeatable by anyone



Exchange #1
Mother: “Tom has been disobedient at home.  Is he bad 
during therapy?”

Therapist: “Tom is usually good, but sometimes he is 
stubborn.”
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Exchange #2
Mother: “Tom has been hitting me at home. Does he hit 
you during therapy?  

Therapist: “No he hasn’t hit me, but he has pulled my hair.  

30



• What comes after behavior
• All behaviors have a consequence
• Planned or unplanned

31

Consequence

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579983/Toddler-pulled-police-driving-pedal-car.html&ei=0JjCVNz8GoSjNrC0hIgK&psig=AFQjCNED5kqrX3N5PNyl2sLzu7Fhs9Bw4A&ust=1422125625079408
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579983/Toddler-pulled-police-driving-pedal-car.html&ei=0JjCVNz8GoSjNrC0hIgK&psig=AFQjCNED5kqrX3N5PNyl2sLzu7Fhs9Bw4A&ust=1422125625079408




Let’s Put This Into Practice
• Look for:

• Antecedents
• Behaviors
• Consequences
• Function(s) of the child’s behavior
• What is the child learning in this situation?
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Video Vignette Example



Behavior Breakdown….
• What are the Behaviors?  Antecedents? Consequences?

Mom leaves Tantrum Mom returns
Charlie wakes up Asks mom to return Mom 

returns
• Functions?

• Escape
• Attention
• Get what he/she wants
• Self-stimulatory

35

Mom said no Tantrum (stomp, yell) Mom gives him the brownie

FUNCTION??? To “Get what he wants”    

WHAT HAS THE CHILD LEARNED IN THIS SITUATION?



How the Function of a Behavior 
Informs Treatment

Example 1
• Turns classwork into 
paper airplanes

• Talks to neighbors
• Makes disruptive noises

TEACHER SENDS TO 
PRINCIPAL

Behavior is 
“escape-maintained”

Example 2
• Turns classwork into 
paper airplanes

• Talks to neighbors
• Makes disruptive noises

TEACHER SENDS TO 
PRINCIPAL

Behavior is maintained by 
peer attention
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Tailoring Strategy to Behavioral Function

Antecedent Strategies
• Avoid situations/people
• Control the environment
• Do things in small doses
• Change the order of events
• Change how you 

ask/respond
• Address setting events
• Visual cues/schedules

Consequences
• Catch the child being good
• Special play time
• Behavioral contingencies
• Sticker charts
• Planned ignoring
• Guided compliance
• Functional communication 

training
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Food for Thought
• Strategies can take time to work

• Child is having to ‘relearn’ new behaviors

• Protests can be a sign that the strategy is 
working!

• Pick one Behavior/Strategy at a time
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Food for Thought
• Consistency, predictability, and follow-
through are your keys to success.
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Parent Training in Practice



In their words . . . At the end of treatment, 
while reviewing a final 
Behavior Support Plan:

We can do things 
together as a family 

now. That never 
happened before. You 

changed our lives.



• Expert guided
• Family-centered 
• Partnering

knowledge transfer 
meaningful targets
new skills

behavior change

What’s in the deal?

Promotes Principles 



Personalization

• Clinicians make choices in personalizing the PT 
program based:
• on family need
• child age
• level of functioning
• target behaviors

The manual is the one constant….
the output is unique as a snowflake



Process of Personalization

• A family centered, personalized intervention is 
achieved through flexible and creative 
components co-constructed by the clinician and 
parent:
• Homework selection
• Documentation in Behavior Support Plan (BSP)
• Response to challenges and barriers



Homework

• Homework is central to change
• Choices of homework came from standard 
prompts but were personalized and crafted in 
partnership between the parent and clinician

• Encourage parents to select homework 
assignment: 
• Behavioral target
• Target strategy



Examples of Homework Assignments 

• Reinforcement
• Catch being good
• Contingency 

management
• Prevention Strategies

• Choose one of several 
options

• Schedules
• Visual?
• Routine

• Planned Ignoring
• Targets selected by 

parents
• Type of ignoring

• Compliance Training
• Parent generated list of 

compliance targets
• Teaching

• Parent generated 
acquisition targets



Behavior Support Plan (BSP) 

• An organizing and living document
• summarizes various intervention strategies that were 

devised and implemented for each child 



Behavior Support Plan (BSP): Information Sources 

• Based upon any available information
• Parent interview
• Parent-child interaction observations
• Parent ratings on standardized questionnaires
• Conversations during PT sessions



Behavior Support Plan (BSP): Process 
• Introduced in first session
• Updated at each subsequent PT session

• Builds over time
• Reminder of interventions introduced earlier

• Serves as a final document of accomplishments, 
challenges, and solutions
• Finalized at last session
• Potential future strategies added as well



BSP Provides Direction:
Now and for the Future

• A blueprint for what the parent wants to achieve 
with the PT program 

• A diary of the interventions developed, sustained, 
and revised during the course of the program  
• The completed BSP helps parents see the expansion in 

their ability to manage challenging behaviors over the 
course of treatment. 










PREVENTION STRATEGIES (ANTECEDENTS)

What we are going to do so the behaviors do not occur in the first place

		

STRATEGY



		SPECIFIC DETAILS

		DATE INITIATED



		Timers

 (A type of Visual Cue)

		

Visual timers (time-timers) provide a great way to indicate to children when a transition or a reward will occur or when an activity is over.  



Instead of  verbally telling Ben how much time until a transition will occur, use a timer to present this information. 

· This avoids parents having to be the ‘bearer of bad news’ (i.e., that a transition needs to occur). 

· When the timer goes off, it is important to respond immediately.



· A timer  was recommended to use as a cue that it was time to clean up the toys

· During Ben's dinner routine, a timer was introduced to help him to stay at the table for his entire meal (10-15 minutes) 

-We started with providing M&Ms every 3 minutes for appropriate sitting during dinner, then increased this to every 4 minutes

-Eventually, we moved to using timed intervals to consume portions of the meal (e.g. dinner divided into 4 segments; Ben had 3 minutes to eat each segment. Completion = M&M reward)



		



		

Changing the order of events/



“First-Then”









		

Changing the order of activities in the daily routine can make the day run more smoothly, making sure less preferred activities come first, followed by more preferred activities. Having preferred activities come second serves to motivate completion the less exciting activity.  This was used during the morning routine:



“First get dressed; If there is time left over, you can watch TV.”



		









		



Changing the way that you ask







		

Saying ‘no’ directly can often result in increased problem behaviors.  Instead, it can be helpful to find alternative ways to respond. Giving choices can help to increase compliance and reduce difficult behaviors.  

· Ben can be given choices as part of his routine (e.g., do you want to do this activity or that one)

· This was also applied in offering snack choices (to promote selection of healthy afternoon snacks)

NOTE: if Ben does not accept your choices or offer an appropriate alternative, then you can say "Make a choice or I will make the choice for you" - then follow through!



		










CONSEQUENCE STRATEGIES:

What to do AFTER the behaviors occur 

		

STRATEGY



		SPECIFIC DETAILS

		DATE INITIATED



		Types of Planned Ignoring

		

For nondestructive but attention seeking behaviors, ignore both the child and the behavior.



For dangerous behaviors (e.g., bolting down the street; self-injury), attend to the child and stop the dangerous behavior, but do not provide attention to the child while you are addressing the behavior.



For high frequency behaviors (e.g., repetitive question asking), ignoring the child when this behavior occurs could result in ignoring the child for large portions of the day. Instead, just do targeted ignoring of the behavior while otherwise providing attention to the child.  



		



		







Rules for 

Planned Ignoring



		

Ignore the behavior COMPLETELY (no facial expression, no talking, walk away if needed)



Ignore until the targeted behavior stops.  If you break down and pay attention before the behavior stops, the child learns that is your ‘breaking point’.



The behavior typically gets worse before it gets better (kids like to ‘up the ante’)



		



		



Planned Ignoring Strategy for Ben:







Ignore the Child and the Behavior 























		

· Ignore Ben's 'negative talk'. Ben often said inappropriate words. Planned ignoring was used to eliminate any social attention provided to these behaviors. Initial concerns about Ben escalating to destructive behavior were addressed by applying "Ignore the Child but NOT the Behavior".



· When on the phone: This strategy is best implemented in combination with prevention (setting Ben up with something to do while you are on the phone) and reinforcers ("If you play quietly while I'm on the phone, you can earn ####"). If an unexpected call occurs and Ben is unoccupied/likely to be disruptive (e.g., when in the car), you can tell the person you will call them back in X minutes. Then set up the prevention/reinforcement contingencies, and then call the person back.

		










		





















Compliance Training









		

Teaching your child to comply with requests involves a number of important steps:



· Gaining their attention and eye contact



· Telling (not asking) them exactly what to do and at the same time providing some physical guidance to complete the command.



· Providing immediate and specific praise as your child complies.





It is important to WAIT to give the command until you are ready to follow through - and not from across the room



We discussed the use of Planned Ignoring and Reinforcement in combination with Compliance Training when cleaning up toys. This is to target some of the (ignorable) negative behaviors (laughing) that occurred when mom was using physical guidance to have Ben clean up. Reinforcement (e.g., point on point chart) can be used as an additional motivator to comply with commands.



We discussed using this strategy in order to teach Ben to comply using the "Compliance Commands" - "Clean up your toys" and "Go to the bathroom to brush your teeth" and "Get in the bathtub" 
























































FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Strategies that can be implemented in the (near) future



		

STRATEGY



		SPECIFIC DETAILS



		

Reinforcement:

Earning Time Toward Access to Preferred Activities



(see mealtime Timer plan)



		

As an alternative to giving M&M's for on target mealtime behavior, Ben could also earn 'amounts of time' toward a preferred activity. 



For example, every 4 minute interval that Ben finishes his meal portion earns him 5 minutes of special time with mom; or 5 minutes of time on mom's kindle.





		



Prevention:

Visual Schedule







		

Presentation of information in a visual format (as opposed to auditory) can be extremely helpful for children with ASD. Visual schedules are pictorial representations of activities and transitions during the day.  



· while this was not introduced in our program, it may be a useful strategy in the future to help provide visual cues to the structure of daily routines





		Prevention: 

Creating a Routine 





		

This will increase predictability for Ben. The evening routine is already nice and predictable. As the school year starts, it may be helpful to create the same kind of predictable routine for the 'morning flow.' Mom may want to also consider adding a visual schedule to help lay out for Ben the morning schedule.





		Teaching Skills

		

Future targets could be: pouring juice, packing backpack, getting clothes out











In their words . . . 
We never knew what to 
do before. Every new 
behavior, we were just 
guessing and going in 

different directions, 
arguing with each other



In their words . . . It used to be that I was 
putting out fires. 

Cooking. Cleaning. 
Work. Everything. Now I 

know what to do, he 
knows what to do. We 

are all happier.



BSP Provides Communication

• A vocabulary for parents to use in discussions 
with other providers and educators
• fosters consistency across settings as well as 
communication between parents and teachers  



In their words . . . 
His teacher and principal 
never really listened to 
me. But now, I go into 
these meetings and I 
think I’m offering them 
ideas that they never 
thought about before!



BSP Provides Perspective

• Shows the considerable effort by the parent to 
reduce disruptive behavior and promote skill 
acquisition
• Cumulative and comprehensive record of the parent's 

investment 
• Helps parents see beyond momentary set-backs
• Helps parents to recognize the positive effects of their 

efforts 



In their words . . . We didn’t get the 
chance to do the extra 
feeding session.  But I 
figured out how to get 
him to eat better.  He’s 
eating more foods and 
sitting at the table for 

the whole meal.



Some Challenges

• Parent doesn’t 
understand the 
material

• Parent is not engaged
• Child melts down when 
new intervention is 
introduced

• A new crisis each 
week

• Behaviors got much 
worse

• Completing homework
• “I forgot the sheet”
• “I didn’t have time”

• Core symptoms 
improvement

• Consistency with 
secondary/other care 
givers



In their words . . . We just have so much 
going on right now. I 
think this stuff will be 
helpful, it works when 
you use it. But I just 

don’t have the time to 
do it now.



In their words . . . 
My husband’s parents 
undermined me all the 

the time. You really 
helped me figure out 
how to get them on 
board.  They’re not 

perfect, but it’s so much 
better now.



In their words . . . 
I just wished he would 

play with other kids. He 
ignores his cousins.  He 
doesn’t want anyone to 
throw basketballs with 
him. He just stops if 

others try to join him.



In their words . . . 16 months later . . .
It’s just so much better. 

You told me there will be 
things that will come up, 

but I’ve handled them. It’s 
so much better now. I was 

clueless before.



Research v. Clinical Implementation
• Length of sessions (where can you strategically break 

sessions up?)
• Billing
• Supplies
• Who is present in session
• How to structure clinic space
• Marcus v Seattle Children’s Implementation  Model

• Cases
• Billing
• Supervision



Training in RUBI

 4-hour introductory workshop:
Overview of the RUBI PT program

 4-hour intensive workshop:
Delivery of the RUBI manual

 Weekly consultation

 Certification: 
Delivery of RUBI PT with 2+ cases
Fidelity review of 11 core sessions by a RUBI-
certified trainer 

Mastery criteria = >80% fidelity for each session  



Moving Forward with Training
• Ongoing Consultation

• Choose supervision time
• Consult method (phone, skype)
• Discuss potential training cases

• Certification
• Review of 11 Core sessions (video, audio) and 
meet >80% fidelity to treatment

• Strategic choice of certification case



Box.com
• From Trainer

• Video Vignettes
• Training Case Example

• From Trainee
• Scan of fidelity forms
• Outcome measures (ABC, HSQ, Vineland)
• Videos (if going for certification)



www.rubinetwork.org
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